
Dear Friends at St. Anthony of Padua School,

Welcome to this year’s ADOPT-A-FAMILY PROGRAM 2022. We are excited to have your support in helping to bring the magic of
Christmas to the hundreds of families in the downtown Los Angeles area. We are extremely proud to say that we are entering our
32nd year. I have attached the link to our 25th Anniversary Video and 2015 Delivery Day Video that you might want to share with
your friends and family.

Best,
Lydia Gamboa
Adopt-A-Family Program Coordinator

Meet the Perez Family!  They were referred to Adopt-A-Family by St. Turibius School as a family in need of help. They have been
struggling with finances since the pandemic hit. If each person in each grade purchases just one item for the family, they will have a
magical Christmas!  Please see instructions for donating items. Here is the Sign-Up Genius to designate the gift you will buy.

Pedro is the father and sole financial supporter of this fine family of seven.
Mr. Perez works in the garment industry and takes the bust to get to work.  His
favorite color is blue.  Here are his sizes: shirt: medium, pants: 34, shoe: 9.  He
will kindly appreciate underwear and socks.  As part of his wish list, Pedro is
requesting a hair trimmer set, after shave, cologne and a belt.
Grade 4

Leonila is the mother and homemaker of the Perez Family. She too relies on
the bus as her main source of transportation. Her favorite color is burgundy.
Here are her sizes: shirt: large, pants: 36, shoe: 7.5.  She will also kindly
accept underwear and socks.  Leonila’s wish list: earrings, black purse,
perfume and shoes.

Grade 2

Anna is 17 years old and is
a senior in high school.  Her
favorite color is blue.  Here
are her sizes: shirt: medium,
Pants: 34, shoe: 8.5.  She is
also asking for underwear,
socks, pjs and a backpack
for school. Anna’s wish list
includes a watch, make-up,
nail polish and a blow dryer.

Grades 8/7

Belain is 15 years old and she
is in her sophomore year of
high school.  Her favorite
color is yellow.  Here are her
sizes: shirt: small, pants:
small, shoe: 7.  She is also
asking for underwear, socks,
pjs and a backpack for school.
Belain’s wish list is: a wallet
and the Monopoly board
game. Grade 6

Jovany is 11 years old and
is in the 6th grade.  His
favorite color is navy.  Here
are his sizes: shirt: large,
pants: 16, shoe: 6.  He can
use  underwear, socks, pjs
and a backpack for school.
Jovany is wishing for a
remote control car, a soccer
ball, a Chivas jersey and a
bike. Grade 5

Jesenia is  8  years old and is
currently in the 3rd grade.  Her
favorite color is pink.  Here are
her sizes: shirt: small, pants:
12, shoes: 4.  She is also
requesting  underwear, socks,
pjs and a backpack for school.
Jesenia hopes for princess
dolls, jewelry making kit,
coloring books and a bike.

Grade 3

Gayla is just 8 months old!
She likes to wear pink.  Mom
is asking for size 2T clothing-
shirts and pants.  Her shoe
size is 1 and she also needs
socks and pjs.  Insead of
underwear, she wears size 4
diapers.  Gayla’s wish list:
learning toys, a doll, diaper
bag and baby bottles.
Kindergarten

Household Items: The Perez Family is requesting pillows, towels, a first-aid-kit, toaster, silverware, plates, a broom and mop and cleaning supplies.  Bedding
would be helpful too- size queen and full blankets and size full sheets.  Any school supplies are also greatly appreciated. Bra size 38c. Grade 1




